1. Introduction. There are many ways to determine the value of W m . The most obvious is to simply compute the determinant of the matrix above; unfortunately this is extremely costly for, say, m = 100.
A beautiful theorem of Stern 17] and it is this formula that forms the basis for our computational method. Now g m (X) = Q (1 + X ? X) where the product is over all mth roots of unity , except primitive cube roots of unity. Combining this with (2.1) we see that the set of prime divisors of W m is given by the set of prime divisors of (2:2) N(1 + i + j ) with 0 i; j m ? 1 and i 6 = m=3 or 2m=3
where := exp(2i =m) and N(:) is the norm taken over the eld extension Q( )jQ. We shall compute these norms.
There are a few di erent ways to compute such norms in algebraic number elds. The rst is to approximate the complex numbers (1 + i + j ) to many signi cant digits and then to multiply them together, being careful with rounding errors. As the product (that is, the norm) is an integer, we need only enough signi cant digits to ensure that we can determine which integer it is. This approach will be very costly for large m.
A second approach is to treat complex numbers in Z ]( = Z X]= m (X)) as polynomials in X, where we may replace X to any power (say p) greater than m, by X p?m . Thus as we multiply together conjugates, we work with m{vectors of integers and so avoid rounding errors. However the necessary vector manipulations now become quite costly when m is large.
Our approach borrows the idea of`single point evaluation' from the methods of symbolic computation 2], to compute these norms rather more e ciently. The main idea that we use is summed up by Proposition 1. Let Thus to compute N we had only to compute the product in (2.3) (with t = 2), in modular arithmetic, a relatively inexpensive task with a multi{ or arbitrary precision package (we used`C'): Not much is lost here (in terms of the number of digits) as we know that`on average' (multiplicatively) our norms are exponential in '(m) by (1.1).
The method used here is applicable to a wide range of computations in algebraic number elds (as may be discerned from the proof of Proposition 1 below); for instance, the same idea was used in 7] to compute the class numbers of prime cyclotomic elds, for all primes up to 3000.
In our computations we went up to m = 200 though we could have gone much further (the modulus in (4) We present, in Table I When examining the statistics in Table I we noticed that there seem to be around Fermat's Last Theorem is the following conjecture: For any integer n 3, there do not exist non-zero integers x; y; z for which (4:1) x n + y n = z n with gcd(x; y; z) = 1: (1 ? X n ) (n) which is easily shown to converge absolutely for jXj < 1. This power series can be seen to be related to any given cyclotomic polynomial from the well-known formula, may well prove of further interest because of its close connection to cyclotomic polynomials. The growth of the coe cients of the cyclotomic polynomials has received much attention; we observe here that the coe cient of X n in (X) is bounded above by p(n), the number of partitions of n, as (X) is majorized by the power series Q n 1 (1 ? X n ) ?1 . It would be interesting to obtain a better bound.
6. Bounding the sum of three roots of unity.
In this section we show how to obtain strong bounds on N(1 + + ), where N is the norm over the eld extension Q( m )jQ, and prove Proposition 2. Previous authors have considered improving the (trivial) bound N 3 '(m) given in the introduction | the best bound to date is Krasner's N 3 m=4 for m 2 or 4 (mod 6), except in nitely many cases, which was obtained by consideration of circulants 12]. We shall improve Krasner's bound { for instance we will show that N 3 '(m)=2 except when , or is a primitive 6th or 10th root of unity, and a nite number of other exceptional pairs ( ; ). These bounds may not be bettered by too much { by (1.1) we see that a large number of such norms must be > ( ? ") '(m) as m ! 1 and we can easily construct a few norms > , and the corresponding factors are (2 + )(2 + )(2 + ) and its conjugate.)
We now exclude the rst term of the right-hand side of (6.2) and take the norm (in Q( m )jQ) of both sides, obtaining the inequality in (6.1).
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 4 and Corollary 1 we can obtain '(a) which can occur in only nitely many cases (as c is determined by a and b) unless the right-hand side is 0. But then '(a) log 2= log(9=8) < 6 and so a = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 10 or 12 and we can use (6.1) to further eliminate values of a.
In certain special cases we can improve somewhat on Corollary 2: for instance, we can show that for any " > 0, we have jNj 
